
Homeschool Tips & Tricks: FAQs, Best Practices for
Homeschooling
 

It's kind of like when my kids hold their noses while they take medicine--I get it over with in

one big gulp. There’s always a temptation to hold onto a curriculum that didn’t work the way

you thought it would. Another great way to get prepared for the school year is to search the

library and make book lists. I will often make a list of field trip ideas and make a note of any

hands-on projects that I want to do in addition to the ideas in our homeschool curriculum.

Again, these field trips don't have to be all-day events but can be local sites that are low-cost

or even free. But sometimes we fool ourselves into believing that our homeschool can go on

as normal - whatever normal is for you - even when life is anything BUT normal. If I can be

very honest, eight years into this homeschooling gig, that feeling is still occasionally normal

for me. Benjamin Franklin once said, "If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail." Whether

you think it's fun or you dread it, homeschool planning is a necessary part of homeschooling.

We’ll answer common questions and share our best advice for successful homeschooling. 

 

With social networks, homeschoolers can chat, discuss threads in forums, share information

and tips, and even participate in online classes via blackboard systems similar to those used

by colleges. Doing all of this planning and preparations before our school year even starts

helps combat the homeschool burn-out I struggle with in February. I make goals for the kids

based on my assessments from the previous year, make a list of all our curriculum

resources, and finalize our daily school schedule. Make sure everyone in your home can

view your weekly calendar with lessons, activities, appointments, and outings. However,

they're perfectly capable of imparting quality early learning at home. A student's education

may be customized to support his or her learning level, style, and interests. Parents may be

overwhelmed by the creation of a learner-friendly environment. During this time of global

pandemic, and with everyone on lockdown, Christian parents are being presented with new

opportunities they may not have had before to teach and homeschool their children in line

with Biblical values. A common myth about homeschool families is that their children are

poorly socialized. Use a Block Scheduling System - My block schedule system has been

hugely successful in helping families manage their day with blocks. 

 

I was not required to post a positive experience and I truly do use this product in my

homeschool. This post contains some affiliate links for your convenience. Disclosure: This is

a sponsored post on behalf of Plan Your Year and I was compensated for my time. Having a

vision for our homeschool year has brought so much purpose to our homeschool days. It’s

only been two days so far, but we have averaged a total of 5-6 hours each day - just doing

the workload with very few breaks and lunch squeezed in there. I will print out the calendar

and mark the days that I plan to take off from school based on any trips and holidays that I

know my husband will not be working so we can have family time. With the COVID-19

pandemic still very much a part of our lives, and school districts battling governments over

mask mandates and vaccinations, so many parents have said to themselves: “You know

what? I have found pre-made science kits that go with our science curriculum. I'm rather

scatterbrained and will often forget to grab the science materials which means I will end up



skipping the science experiments. 

 

I put all of the videos in the order that we will watch them so I don't have to search my

playlist. Sekolah Persamaan Bandung can watch my how to homeschool and make it fun

video online or click and watch below. You also need to make time for self-care. I don't like to

write in my teacher's manuals and I also don't like to rewrite all of the daily plans in a

homeschool planning grid when it's already on a grid, so I make a copy of the assignment

grid and put it in a three-ring binder. While using a curriculum like Sonlight makes it simple,

investing time in your child’s education is a journey that requires work but reaps rich rewards.

Pick a Time That Works for You - We have chosen to not school first thing in the morning

because we like having family time in the morning. Have you thought about shaking things up

by rearranging your homeschool schedule? Set a schedule. The most important thing to

remember is that a routine makes everything easier. Don’t worry about having things set up

just so. However, you don’t need to work hard to create a character-building theme if your

curriculum already provides it!
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